In this issue of our Newsletter:

Top 10 Advantages of
Mini (Minimally Invasive) Dental Implants
This unique approach to modern dentistry offers new opportunities for individuals who have lost
one or more teeth. Even for those who have lost all of their teeth, mini implants offer a second
chance at teeth that look, feel, and function more like the teeth they were born with!

1. Less Size
Mini Implants are about half the size of traditional implant, and therefore don't require as much
bone structure. With less bone needed, costly, painful and time-consuming bone grafts that are
usually necessary with traditional implants are not usually needed for minis.
2. Less Expensive
In many cases, mini implants cost around half the cost of traditional or conventional implants.
3. Less Invasive
Because the mini implant requires only a small pilot hole to be placed, it is less traumatic to the
bone and soft tissue; as compared to a conventional implant that usually involves extensive
surgery and bone grafts.
4. Less Healing Time
Because placing the smaller diameter mini implant does not cause as much trauma to the bone
and soft tissue in the mouth, your healing time is reduced from months to days.
5. Less Discomfort
Less trauma to the gums, bone, and underlying tissue means less discomfort. May patients need
only over-the-counter pain medication for a day or so after the procedure.

6. Less Time
In many cases, the mini implant can be loaded immediately after placement. This means that
most procedures, including anchoring dentures can be done in one visit.
7. Loss Bone Loss
A mini dental implant preserves the bone so that you can preserve the shape of your face
8. Less Bone Required
Mini implants require less bone so you're less likely to need additional costly bone grafts.

9. Less Decay/Periodontal Disease
Implants are made out of titanium---the same type of material that is used on artificial joints, and
they are not subject to decay and periodontal disease.
10. Less Complications
Mini dental implant failures and complications are very rare.
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